The effects of concurrent cognitive task load on recognising faces displaying emotion.
Two independent experiments (N = 30 and N = 24) investigated the effects of concurrent task loads on the recognition of faces displaying emotions. The study aimed to explore a possible resolution for an apparently discrepant finding in the literature regarding the impact of such loads on recognition of facial emotions. Faces displaying different emotions were presented, with or without a concurrent load, until the facial stimuli were correctly labelled to criterion in terms of the displayed emotion. Participants were then presented with elements from the faces (i.e. eyebrows, eyes, and mouth). When participants had to complete the concurrent task as well as the facial recognition task, they did not respond equally to the separate facial elements, and over-selected to the mouth when recognising facial expressions of emotion. The findings relating to the impact of the concurrent load tasks on correct labelling of the facial elements with respect to the emotional faces are discussed in terms of the impact of cognitive load on the production of over-selectivity and the recognition of faces displaying emotions in complex situations, and the implications for those with a developmental disability.